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Disability
program
finds jobs

Stepping out to

Affordable care
available from
health center

lunch

By Can Bmglia
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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By Ilene Meeks
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Finding the right career can be hard work, but for students
with disabilities it can be even harder. A little help can make
all the difference.
Mechanical engineering major Joe Christman has cerebral
palsy and feels he has been discriminated against.
"(Employers say) mostly things like ’our insurance won’t
cover you.’ Yes, it is discouraging, but you have to repeat to
yourself: Life is full of (people) you can’t avoid," Christman
said.
Christman said he developed cerebral palsy when he was 2
years old as a result of a bad vaccination. He has limited use
of the right side of his body and impaired speech functions.
This has not prevented him from working a part-time job
supervising teaching assistants who use electrical engineering
equipment
SJSU and the California Department of Rehabilitation are
collaborating to form a new program designed to assist disabled students with career placement.
The program is aimed at helping students like Christman,
and is so new that many students with disabilities have not
heard about it yet
Si.
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FBI recognizes
professor for
contributions
to U.S. security
By Shari Kaplan

Spartan I /alit (:,py Editor

In an Aug. 16 ceremony at the FBI’s Washington, D.C.
headquarters, SJSU business professor Scott Norwood was
awarded the organization’s prestigious Jefferson Cup.
The award recognizes significant contributions over time to
the FBI and national security. It is a silver-colored cup
designed by Thomasiefferson himself, later embossed with
the FBI seal and placed in a velvet-lined box.
Past recipients include General Colin Powell, author Tom
Clancy and the late General Omar Bradley. Norwood said he
was pleased and humbled by his inclusion with such company.
"It was a surprise," he said of receiving the award. "I didn’t
know of the other recipients until later. I don’t put myself in
their class."
Norwood’s interest is in economic crime in Russia, from
current problems to those dating back to the old Soviet
Union. Economic crime is unlawfill activity that affects a country’s economy.
"I picked up on these studies in the 1970s," Norwood said.
"Black markets had acquired a significant role in the Soviet
economy overall. In order to understand the whole economy,
you have to know about economic crime."
Norwood saw the criminal activity in Russia accelerate during the 1980s, as the country went through various structural
changes.
"Private trade for profit was made legal," he said. "They
gave license to private enterprise in a limited way."
See FBI, page 4
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SJSU student Wei-Jung Chiu relaxes with her lunch at the Student Union Amphitheater
Wednesday. The sun broke through rain clouds as Chiu enjoyed her lunch.

By Marc]. Spears
Spartan Daily Stall-Writer

Sunday is a day football fans
everywhere will be looking forward to. It is time for the Super
Bowl, where the best NFL teams
will meet. However, according to
several SJSU students this year’s
classic has little importance in
their plans this Sunday.
Senior Marketing major Nhtt
Le feels many Bay Area fans are
disappointed about this year’s

match-up because the 49er’s,
Chiefs, and Raiders did not make
it to this championship game.
"It’s not important
because none of the teams
I wanted to win won," said
Le. "I have to work, but if I
do have a chance to watch
the the game. it will be
because they have such
great ads on Super Bowl
Sunday."
Senior SJSU men’s basketball

By Keviii Moore
spinal, nail) ( y% Filsi, 4
At the beginning of the semester it is easy to overlook
plamiiiiitg for fliture emplf tVillellt with all the confusion
ofntdiiig classes and buying books.
When the lines decrease and the hassle of adding is
over, students can go in search of that all-important job.
Resumes, interviews and employment workshops are
essential for graduating seniors.
To help with their search, the Career Planning and
Placement Center offers a variety of services and
resources ranging from drop-in career counseling to a
24-hour job hotline.
The center also offers a series of workshops, job fairs,
interview programs and networking.
Not all the services are aimed at graduatitig students.
The center also offers guidance counseling and interest
testing lot undeclared majors.
liii
"It was helpful," said Daniel O’Df amen, a
history. student. "You have a current listing of. if ths and
%rat can ,(..the date listed. The employees were helpful
11(11AN--ti A TAN I,5111

See CAREER CENTER. page 4

Murielle Aquiba looks for jobs with her friend Antoine Chleq at the Career Center.
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Dallas Cowboys and Buffalo Bills
face off in Atlanta’s Super Brawl

Career Center provides job opportunities for students

I -

The SJSU Student Health Center saw a 10 percent
decrease in the number of patient visits from the previous year, according to its annual report for the
1992-93 academic year.
The report indicates there were three main reasons for the decrease: Enrollment at SJSU has
dropped over 1.5 percent, staffing at the clinic was
reduced, and students were under the wrong impression that the $20 fee for the Spartan Health Card was
required for a visit to the Health Center.
The Spartan Health Card fee is in addition to the
$18 fee charged to students when they register
through Touch SJSU.
The $18 fee entitles all enrolled students to basic
medical care at no extra cost. Care includes the treatment of colds, sprained ankles or other illnesses
which do not require hospitalization.
Ngoc Nguyen, a graduate student in electrical
engineering, is impressed with the Student Health
Services (SHS).
"A few days before I went in, I went to an emergency room at a local hospital," Nguyen said. "The
wait was five hours to see a doctor.
"When I made an appointment at the Health
Center, it took only half an hour for an X-ray and the
exam," she said.
Nguyen was charged $10 for the evaluation and is
going back to SHS next week to check on his torn ligaments.
Other basic services are preventative medicine,
nutrition and health counseling, a laboratory, X-ray
and AIDS and HIV information. Birth control information, pregnancy tests and STD tests are also available for students.
In addition to basic medical care, Student Health
Services has augmented care, which includes derma-tology, podiatry, psychiatry and sports medicine.
The augmented services cost $10 per visit
With a $20 Spartan Health Card, students receive
all of these services for free. The only exception is the
psychiatry clinic, which gives one free visit, with subsequent visits costing $10.
Dr. Roberti Lana, interim director of Student
Health Services, believes the Spartan Health Card is
beneficial to any student who uses the health services
at SJSU frequently.
Only about 5 percent of SJSU students currently
have a Spartan Health Card.
He is quick to point out that the $18 fee at SJSU
for health services is, "the least expensive of all the
(SU campuses."
Beth Weickum, a transfer student from CSU
Fullerton, is pleased with the health services at SJSU.
"I know that the health care fcitur tar r is better

Ala.--.

guard Terry Canii .11, plans to get
around to watching the game
when time permits. He feels there
is a higher calling which is
more important to him.
"Sunday is the day designated for the Lord to rest,
and being so, the Super
Bowl is not as important to
me," said Cannon. "I’m
going to church and possibly watch the game with sonic fraternity brothers. It’s not that

important so I haven’t really
thought about it."
Along with the Bay Area’s
favorite teams not being involved,
there are other reasons which mav
cause a lack of interest in the
Super Bowl. The main complaint
is the same teams from last year.
the Dallas Cowboys and Buffalo
Bills, will be playing again.
Buffalo is playing in its fourth
SUPER BOWL page 4

Spring intramural sports
offer relief from stress
By Gendd Woodall
vat% Stilfl Wrial

The semester has started and
it’s time to get into the :a .alemic
routine. Though the %%inter
break is over, students f an still
ats.
participate in intrammal
Students might feel that since
the sun is already cif twit by the
time they get home from classes.
there is no film- left to "hoop it
up," but teams are in av forming,
and there are lights in the gyms.
Sign-ups for intramural sports
at SJSU began on Monday.
"Basketball is by far the most
popular activity offered. Last
year, there were 33 teams." said
ibby Wilson, interim ditectoi of
intramural spoi ts.
literested students should go
«) the Student Activities and Ser-

vices 0111, e lit tile old Cafeteria
building and grab an enrollment
sheet. The minimum number of
playrrs lot each team is fiw, with
a 12 player maximum.
"Intramural sports are a great
release from the pressures of
school. It’s fun to participate in
campus activities that aren’t in
an academic setting," Pat Horton, a st-tufti in radio and television broad( .iming said.
Studen is .111 become captains
Mid stall theit own team or sign
a free-agent list and get pi( ked
up by existing teams. The deadline to sign up is Friday, Feb. I ,s
at 4:30 p.m.
Plaveix 11111s1 be sfSl students
See INTRAMURALS, page 4
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Means of meditation

Editorial

A child’s garden
of night

Alettia responsiblities

Television
mayhem should
not be censored
media’s chief responsibility is to
The
inform and entertain its audience. In
the process, it also serves as a business
that must be responsive to the needs and concerns of its customers and ultimately the bottom line. This constant struggle to produce a
product that the majority desires and the
minority caii tolerate inevitably leads to confrontations owl- issues such as morality, violence
and, indeed, censorship.
The first major distinction that should be
made is between reality and entertainment.
Entertainment is fantasy and escapism and all
the things that we demand to help us forget
about the drudgery of our real, everyday lives.
We love crime and violence in our movie theaters and on our television sets, but tremble in
fear of these same elements in our neighborhoods. This hvpocrasy confuses efforts to
reduce crime and, in a uniquely American way,
puts the media in a damned if you do, damned
if you don’t position.
Some might argue that the media has a
responsibility to provide wholesome material
that doesn’t glorify senseless violence, sexual
promiscuity, or a pair of adolescent pyromaniacs. They say that these entertainment outlets
are responsible for the hideous actions of children and adults who view, read or listen to
them. The contention is that Americans are not
capable of discerning between reality and fantaSy, tight and wrong. Some feel that censoring
the media and its content is the only way to salvage our society from our own destructive
nature.
In the real world, the audience wants to see
Eastwood or Stallone pepper the villains with
large-caliber handguns, rescue the damsel in
distress, and still have time for spontaneous,
unprotected sex. Sad and immoral as it might
be, it’s exactly what we crave for and until
someone develops a vaccine to alter human
nature, it will always be our entertainment of
choice.
It is imperative that society start taking
responsibility for its actions rather than blaming
the messenger for the message. Like any business, the media cannot survive without its customers. If truly disgusted or enraged by the
product presented, simply turn off the TV,
radio or cancel your subscription. In this way,
take responsibility for your culture.
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Cara Broglia

The problem we all thought
solved reared its ugly head
because people lost interest.
Our fleeting attention spans
allowed Alaska to exterminate
the majority of wolves in one
area so that hunters wouldn’t
have to walk as far to shoot a
caribou.
The issue of who has more
right to the caribou, wolves or
man (we all know how much
we crave caribou burgers), was
decided by lack of interest
among the media and its mass
audience. We lost interest in
what was once a controversial
issue so the wolves lost. But hey
what about them Cowboys?

en I was a little girl, my father
used to lay out on a lawnchair in
our backyard and watch the stars.
After my evening bath, I would put on my pajamas (with the feet in them of course) and I
would shuffle out to my dad. He would be lying
with his face to the sky and I would be in awe of
him.
I didn’t want to disturb him out there where
everything seemed to be so peaceful and quiet.
He was almost a part of the universe underneath that deep starry sky and it wasn’t until he
reached out for me that I felt I could interrupt
I clambered onto his lap each summer
evening. I can remember watching the stars as
they twinkled and shone upon our faces.
It was so magical for me to spend that time
with my father and I cherished the little time
we had together.
When my younger sisters got old enough to
come out and watch with us, all four of us
would smother one another on that little lawnchair and look for shooting stars. It became a
ritual for us and no summer night was complete without it
It wasn’t until I became older that I realized
how important those nights were. For my sisters
and I, it was a way of spending a little time with
our father.
For him, it was a means of meditation, a way
of relaxing and forgetting the stress that surrounded him.
When we got too cold and went inside for
the night, my father would stay out there alone,
thinking and dreaming. That was his time to be
with himself.
As an adult, I now know how necessary it is
for individuals to have time for themselves. We
spend most of our time with others, whether it
be at work, at school or at home, but we fail to
spend enough time alone.
We need time alone to think, to breathe, to
be ourselves.
I find myself looking to the sky every so
often and I fall into that dreamlike state that I
didn’t want to wake my father from all those
years ago. It is a state of wonder and awe at
something that we don’t always understand,
life.
Nature has a magical way of making everything seem better. Looking up at the stars, I
remember my childhood and I dream of my
future.
Sometimes I wonder what my father thought
about when he watched the stars.
Was he thinking of his own childhood or did
he think about us? I would like to think both.
When I have children, I will take them out
into the backyard and we will watch the stars
together.
It is my father’s legacy and I hope that my
children will enjoy the stars as much as I have.

Dave Marshall is a daily staff
columnist. His column appears
every other Friday.

Cara Broglia is a
Daily Staff Writer
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Timber wolves killed by apathy
first column of the
Mysemester was to have
been about apathy
but as I sat down at the keyboard I thought who cares?’
Why not talk about the future
of the ’49ers instead? On the
other hand nothing really matters in the grand scheme of
things anyway so why not talk
about apathy?
For those who care to read
on, I was sitting on light rail
admiring the Highway 87 parking lot. The person next to me
asked what I thought was the
greatest obastacle society faced
today. Ozone depletion? The
deficit? Choosing a long distance phone company? It
occured to me, while I was reading a story about the State of
Alaska killing timber wolves,
that our society’s greatest threat
is apathy.
People just don’t give a
damn anymore or at least not
for very long. People have
become dependent on 60-second
sound-bites,
news
mcnuggets and drive-time drivel for their news.
Today most of us feel that if
Dan Rather isn’t worried why
should we be? It amazes me
when people (myself included)
assume that if a crisis isn’t in the
news the problem has been
solved. Then, the minute
Rather mentions it again people are not only shocked,
they’re angry at the media for
not keeping them informed.
Let me just say that the news
media are in business to make
money and when people aren’t

reading their papers or watching their newscasts they aren’t
making any. The media has to
present what their audience will
tune in to or pay 35 cents to
read. If the public loses interest
in a story the media will find
one that is interesting. The
attention spans of most people
are fleeting at best. Somalia,
hunger, and the plight of the
timber wolves in Alaska all created national interest at one
time but are rarely seen in the
news anymore. Obviously the
problems haven’t been solved.
People just aren’t interested.
Last year when Alaska was
proposing to shoot timber
wolves it created a national outrage. The idea was to reduce
the number of predators who
feed on caribou so hunters
would have more to shoot
When the plan hit the news,
Alaska found itself at the center
of a national controversy and
threatened with a tourism boycott. After a few weeks Alaska
Gov. Hickle backed off saying
wolves wouldn’t be shot
Everyone was satisfied that
the problem solved, or so we
thought
January 1994 rolls around
and buried in the Mercury News
is a story about 65 wolves stranggled in neck snares by the
Alaskan Department of Fish
and Game. The article went on
to say that the goal of the experimental program was to kill 80
percent of the wolf population
in a 4,000 acre area. The sole
purpose of the program, opponents say, was to reduce preda-

WRITERS BLOCK
Dave Marshall
tors and save caribou for
hunters (despite research that
showed record population of
caribou in other areas).
The writer went on to say
that the "hotblooded clash
between hunters, environmentalists and animal protectionists
(was) now also a tale about the
fickle attention of the news

Forum Page Policies

Campus Viewpoint

Changes throughout the world
As we prepared for winter
break last December, the world
was on the verge of historic
changes changes that called
for a slight sober reflection,
requiring neither sadness nor
joy but moments of an apprehensive sigh.
The Israeli/Palestinian peace
agreement having been signed
three months earlier, was
passed Dec. 13. During the
week preceding that date, violence once again erupted in the
occupied territories, reducing
the hope for peace.
While there was hope that
the agreement would partially
be implemented, at least guaranteeing a certain level of
peaceful coexistence, our attention was turned to Russia. Boris
Yeltsin successfully quelled a
political insurgency several
weeks earlier.
World leaders quickly rallied
around the victorious but shaken Boris Yeltsin, hoping that his
reform would continue.
There was hope; South
Africa’s date for the first nonracial election was getting closer. Efforts by the conservative
Africaner party to derail the
election plan failed. Elsewhere
in Europe amidst the war in
Yugoslavia, several countries
had successfully concluded a

summit on the General Agreement on Trade and Tariff,
bringing many countries closer
to complete trade cooperation.
In the U.S., NAFTA had
passed the two houses of legislation and was signed into law. As
the holiday progressed, the
experienced
again
world
changes in the form of a Russian opposition party headed by
Vladimir Zherenovsky. He was
elected into the Russian parliament, dampening further the
hope for economic reform.
Zherenovsky called for a reestablishment of old Russian
Territories and the return of
the old Soviet Union. He won
wide support from the still-large
population of communist hardliners, a victory that caused
scurries and sweats among western leaders. Communism, they
realized, was not dead after all.
On the PLO/Israeli peace
accord, an agreement is yet to
be reached on how to implement the treaty. All efforts to
find an acceptable method of
implementation have so far
failed. The accord is now
redundant
The war in Yugoslavia is raging on without an end in sight
Back in the U.S., Lorena Bobbitt has been found innocent
for reasons of insanity; she had

cut off her husband’s penis due
to many years of spouse abuse,
says the jury. All she has to do is
undergo forty-five days of psychiatric treatment and she
would be free... yes, free to perhaps sign one or two movie
deals and maybe a book while
making herself some money.
In a country that has readymade excuses for any crime,
Lorena couldn’t have done better. After all, in her native country of Venezuela, such a feat
would have been almost impossible. Lorena Bobbitt has done
very well for herself. As for John
Bobbin, he will have to do with
a patched penis for now.
It is clear that his will not be
the end of this episode. From
now on we should all expect to
find a penis or two on the sidewalk. This is where I leave you
for now; remember, it is everyone’s duty to protect what is privately theirs. If you fail to protect yours, you can expect to
find it at the nearest traffic stop.
It is nice to be back on campus.
Let us hope all the changes
taking place in our daily lives
will continue to give us reasons
for hope.
Ailabogie Aikpaojie
junior Political Science
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The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to promote a ’marketplace of ideas." Contributions to
the page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bernet Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalisn and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Articles may be faxed to (408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, daytime phone number, signature
and major. Although not encouraged, names may
be withheld upon request
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5
inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN
DAILY and will be edited for grammar, libel and
length.
Categories available to non-DALIN staff members
are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500 word essays on
current campus, political or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor Up to 200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If they are
longer, they may edited for length.
Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporters or Editor’s forum:
Opinion pieces written by the staff writers or editors which do not necessarily reflect the majority
views of the SPARTAN DAILY, the School oftUrrIaliSITI and Mass Communications or SJSU. porters
are prohibited from writing opinions on issues they
have covered for news stones.
Staff Editorials: These are unsigned opinion
pieces that express the majority opinion of the editorial board of the SPARTAN DAILY.
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Rainbow man to
get additional five
years in prison

The San Jose State calendar

SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP)
Rollen Frederick Stewart, the
"Rainbow Man" of televised
sports who was sentenced this
summer to three life prison
terms, now faces an additional
five years in prison.
Stewart, 48, was convicted
Wednesday of setting off stink
bombs at the Crystal Cathedral,
the Orange County Register
and two religious businesses. He
is scheduled for sentencing Feb.
25.
Last July, Stewart was sentenced to three life terms for
taking a maid hostage and making terrorist threats at a hotel
near Los Angeles International

Dr. Archibeque 924-4332

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMINT: Co-op orientation, Ip.in ,
Almaden room, SU. Call Career
Resource Center 924-6033

UNIVERSITY HOUSIN(; SERVICES: Reggae Fest ’94,
8:30p.m., Dining Commons.
Call Lynneice Gamble 9248931

SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Shows,
10a.m.-4p.m., Art Bldg and
Industrial Studies Bldg. Call
Marla Novo 924-4330

SJSU CONCERT CHOIR &
CHORALIERS: Auditions for all
voice parts, Choral office. Call

Sunday
ALPHA PHI OMEGA/GAMMA
BETA CHAPTER: CPPC General
Meeting, 6p.m., BC 110. Call
Ernie M. 924-8433

Monday
BLACK GRADUATION COMIVIITTEE ’94: Meeting, 5:30p.m.,
E.O.P. Tutorial room. Call
Bryan 279-0983

CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Marketing your Engineering Degree, lp.m., Engineering Bldg. 189. Call Career
Resource Center 924-6033

SpanaGtide is amiable to SJSU studaas bosky and sraff rigariratkres ir fine. Deadline is 5 gun., tisti
days Ixfurr publicaticrs Forms are asaiable anhe Spartan Dady, DWI 209. Limited care may force
miring the =rigs- uf entries.

I Aced the MCAT!

Stewart, known for his multicolored wig, was a fixture for
years at Olympic Games, football games and other sports
events where he waved signs citing Bible verses.
He said he carried out the
escapades to call attention to
the second coming of Jesus
Christ.

Richmond OK’s Chevron permit
RICHMOND, Calif. (AP)
Overruling its own planning
commission, the Richmond City
Council has approved Chest( al
USA’s permit to build a $1)oo
million clean-fuels project.
The council ear Monday

refused to make Chevron spend
$60 million for an environmental and community development
program in exchange for permission to begin the project.
"We’re very pleased with the
unanimous vote we received

from the City Council in support
of our appeal. The conditions
were illegal and unconstitutional
and we couldn’t accept nor comply with them." Chevron
spokesman Hal Holt said after
the meeting.

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Invltee you to omplete your Mastcr’. Pegree while you work
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MASTER OF ARTS IN ASIA PACIFIC LIBERAL STUDIES
An integrated and interdisciplinary liberal arts program designed to serve the needs of professionals, and others,
whose objective is to understand the cultures and societies of the "new Asia" that has emerged in response to
rapid economic development in the Asia Pacific Region.
0 Focus on the cultures and interrelationships among the countries of East Asia

"The Kaplan study material was excellent.
If reduced my study time a lot and helped
me concentrate on the important material
for the test. Thanks Kaplan!"
-Gregg Letsinger, Davis
After Kaplan: 12V, 11P, 13B, Q

0 Integrate study of Fast Asian politics, economics. history. philosophy. religion, literature, and languages
with internship and research opportunities
0 Complete a 23 -month evening program as part of a "cohort" of students who work together as a community of scholars
0 Language practice with native speaking instructors on Saturday mornings
Classes begin August 1994 and meet one evening a week
from 6:15 to 10:15 p.m. and Saturday mornings from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Attend an Information Meeting
6:30 p.m. in University Center Building. UC 308. 3rd Floor,

Thursday. February 10. or Tuesday, March I. 1994.

Thanks Kaplan!
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
(1kw 1\ rts and ’,denies
His "rimI ,..1 w is, is, I.
5411-.1080

Classes are starting now!
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Gregg Let f:inger, Kaplan Alum

KAPLAN MCAT SUCCESS STORIES

1-800-KAP-TEST
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Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan. Right now, with this spe- January 28, 1994, your first paymtnt is deferred for 90 days. It’s an
cial financing program from Apple, you can buy select Macintosh and incredible deal no platter how you slice it. So, why should you buy an
PowerBook computers for about $30* a month. Or about a dollar a Apple’ computer? it does more. It costs less. It’s tliat simple. ilk
IntrocIticing The Nev Apple Computer Loan
day. (You could qualify with just a phone call.) And if you apply by
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
As low as $633! We have a demo, come try it out!
sel .40,1/.
Reveller to, CW00,0, prhr, 4 ,14,. howl ’,mall, fir
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EVERY THURSDAY
6PM TO MIDNIGHT
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CP ocS-

OPEN UNTI L 3AM
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ROCK N TACOS

HEALTH -MEX
. .
131 W. SANTA CLARA ST.’
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(5 BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)
.

GET ROC K ED!

993-8230 I

B IGGEST
,

EXPIRES 2/28/94
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PARTY
JOSE
IN THE HISTORY OF
SAN

AIOW!

CAN’T FIND A PARKING SPACE?
Don’t pay for a permit
and not be guaranteed a

PARTY
DIE.

parking space!
One block from SJSU
Your own space
Come and go as you please

OR
2ND ANNIVERSARY EXTRAVAGANZA

NO
SPACES
LEFT

MUST MENTION THIS AD

150 S. First Street (408) 294-5483
Must be 21 or over with ID

e4 fibs Mitres
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PARKING PROBLEMS? Career Center

SATURDAY, JAN 29TH
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He said this opened a door
through which criminals could
find "all sorts of new activities."
According to Norwood,
approximately 3,500 criminal
structures exist in today’s Russia,
including some with international connections. The country’s organized crime includes
extortion, theft, fraud, money
and
natural
laundering
resource smuggling.
Norwood continues to give
lectures based on his studies,
including one at the FBI
National Academy at Quan6co,
Virginia. His research has also
been used in FBI education programs.
Professor Scott Norwood was
awarded the Jefferson Cup by
the FBI last August.

THE
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WBW PARKING CO.
408.358.2369

From page I
may not find what they need.
and friendly. Everyone is willing Career writing major Karin
Johnson was disappointed by the
to help."
A graduate student in electri- listings she found in her field.
’They’re all out of date," she
cal engineering, Prasanna
said. "But the people were helpPendse, was equally impressed.
"I didn’t get a job, but I did ful."
The center is in the basement
get interviews," he said. ’They’re
doing a good job. It’s just the of the Business Classrooms
economy’s fault. No one’s hir- building. Schedules of major
ing."
events and workshops and a list
Still, students seeking jobs or of services is available at the
internships in a narrower area counter.

Intramurals
From page I
with at least three units and a
valid student I.D. card. Costs
include a non-refundable entry
fee of $65 and a $15 forfeit fee,
which is refundable.
If less than five players show
for a game, the team is charged
$5 and the game is forfeited.
The $80 includes jerseys and
pays for the officials, who are students.
The teams will fall into four
divisions: IFC, which stands for
inter-fraternity conference, coed
division, sororities and mens.
Teams will play once a week
for five weeks during the
evenings, from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m.
in Spartan Complex 44a or 44b.
Teams have the option of choosing their availability from Mon-

day through Thursday.
The top two teams in each
division qualify for a round
robin playoff tournament with
the final championship game
held in the Student Union
Recreation Center.
Signups for other intramural
sports have started or will be
starting soon.
Team signups for soccer,
played on the South Campus
fields, started on Wednesday
with a Feb. 11 deadline.
Softball signups start Feb. 28
with a deadline of March 25.
Floor hockey will be accepting
player enrollments starting
March 3 with a deadline of April
8.
The enrollments costs for
these sports vary.

Super Bowl

every’ 11

Traffic, red lights, packed parking lots. You name it.
Shanna’s passed it.
That’s because she bought a TA Semester Pass. For only
$76, she rides any time on all regular TA bus and Light
Rail service. And best of all, she avoids the daily grind
of trying to find a parking space near State.
No wonder she’s getting ahead. Buy your
TA Semester Pass at the Student Union.

From page 1
straight Super Bowl, with a history of three consecutive losses,
inciuding last year’s 53-17
blowout.
Alaba Crosby, senior athletic
training and health science
major, is a die-hard Raiders fan
who is disappointed the silver
and black will not be in the
Super Bowl.
’The game is not that important to me because Buffalo beat
the Raiders, and its boring to
watch the Bills choke every
year," said Crosby.
"But I like football so I’m
going to watch, probably with
my brothers from Sigma Phi
Rho."
Although many on campus
are showing a lack of strong
interest in this gridiron title
match, there are some who are
looking forward to Sunday.
Theta Chi president Greg
Barr is hoping for good weather
so his fraternity can enjoy their
Super Bowl party.
We are going to face the big
screen television towards the
window and put couches in the

front yard," said Barr. "If the
weather is nice we will watch the
game outside and have a barbecue."
Senior recreation and leisure
studies
major
Angelique
McDonald has an interest, but it
is in the hope she will win big.
"I have $20 in a football pool
and I can win up to $1000. I’ll
be working but also listening to
it on the radio."
For those interested in the
game but don’t have a place to
watch, there are places around
campus to enjoy the Super Bowl
action.
KOME and San Jose Live, on
First St., will present ’The
Biggest Super Bowl Party in the
History of San Jose" at 3 p.m.
The Tied House, Cafe &
Brewery on San Pedro, has a big
screen television and $2 pints of
beer during the game.
Texas T’s, Chili Parlor &
Saloon on Market St., has
"Super Grub," on the house at
2:30 p.m., five TV screens, halftime prize giveaways and draft
specials starting at 25 cents in
the first quarter.

Health Center
From page 1
than at Fullerton," Weickum
said. "I have a health maintenance organization (HMO), but
I will go to the health center if!
have an emergency."
The SHS sees about 150 to
200 people a day and has a fulltime staff of five doctors, including Dr. Lana.

A

Six or seven staffers work part
time, including the dermatologist, psychologist and allergist.
The health center also
employs three full time nurse
practitioners who are trained in
women’s health.
Yearly women’s health exams
are available for $15, or are free
with the Spartan Health Card.
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SPARTA N 1 BOOKSTORE

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
NOTEBOOKS
STARTING FROM
*RECYCLED
*LABORATORY

0

CALCULATORS
Our everyday prices
are 10%-40% below suggested list price

*ENGINEERING
*COMPOSITION

CASIO.

[fa PHECWKLETT
A
ARO

1ii4 TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

PLUS MANY OTHERS

’
>A
S to)

e(-----’
,
1

SKUI2699000299
Black Only

Master Lock.

STOCK UP NOW

COMBINATION LOCKS

BINDERS, FILLER PAPER, INDEX’S
STICK PENS STARTING FROM 190
PINK PEARL ERASERS 490
HI -LITERS STARTING FROM 850

NOW
REG. $3.85
SALE ENDS 2/5/94

ON

STANDARD 3X DOUBLE PRINTS

CUSTOM 4X DOUBLE PRINTS

Konica $39

Konica $44)99

VAL11110/94
2/5/94

12,24 OR 36 EXPOSURE ROLLS

VALID: P24/94
THRL!
2/5/94

1224 OR 36 EXPOSURE ROLLS

LOWEST TEXT BOOKPRICES IN THE BAY AREA... GUARANTEED:

BEST SAVINGS OF THE YEAR ON SCHOOL RINGS

SAVE UP
TO $175
SALE ENDS 2/11/94

TWO
LUCKY
STUDENTS
WILL GET A CHANCE TO
SINK A 3 POINTER AND WIN A

FREE
ART CARVED RING*
AT THE SAN JOSE STATE vs UNLV
BASKETBALL GAME
SATURDAY AT 7:30PM
*A $425.00 CERTIFICATE WILL BE AWAREDED TO THE WINNERS,
PRICES GOOD AT BOOKSTORE AND EVENT CENTER LOCATIONS. WE ARE NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. PRINTED ON RECYCLABLE PAPER.
PLEASE RECYCLE THIS PAPER.
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Students off until friday Harding admits failure to tell
authorities what she knew
because of arson fire

Reach the
SJSU mauket.
ADVERTISE!
I=

NMI

? Open tint,/ 3 am’
I

Thursday-Saturday
Warn- 10 pm Mon.- Wed.

I

NOW OPEN

T.
I

9S

authentic mexican iocid

FREE TACO I

?
ourchose of on entree over $5.95 I
I T.J.’s Fast Mexican Food
I
71 E. San Fernando St.

ORAN( ;F. COVE, Calif. (AP) cials.
Tin cc boys ages 12 and 13
The fire was set in a trophy
have been taken into custody for display case at a corner of
investigation of setting a fire that the wood shop, said Bob
will keep a junior high school Terry, Orange Cove’s deputy fire
closed tmtil Friday.
chief.
Fresno County sheriff’s
Trophies were found scatdeputies said that the three boys tered on the ground, and graffiwere students at Citrus Middle ti was scrawled on walls.
School and may be gang mem"Someone
out
there
bers.
destroyed
something
that
Police would not release belonged to this community,
their names because the three and that’s hard to accept, said
boys are minors.
John Rogalsky, superintendent
The early morning fire of the Kings Canyon Unified
Wednesday destroyed the library; School District
wood shop and home economPortable classrooms were
ics classrooms, causing $500,000 being brought to the school to
in damage, according to fire offi- replace the burned classrooms.

(tdetwawn 2nd .1 3r0)

298-5030
02-09-94

DISCOUNTS

THE LAW
SCHOOL
.*.11 J1:111\ [el

Officers connected with
illegal bookmaking

Berkeley
Saturday January 29
1 1:00 one - 1:00 pm

YES’ EvERYTHiNG IS AT LEAST 20’
OFF’ ART’ FRAMING’ DRAFTING’
*EXCEPTING ALREADY DISCOUNTED
ITEMS CASH, CHECK, VISA & M C

UNIVERSITY ART’S

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE

Martin Luther King Jr. Student Union
1JC Berkeley Campus
Tilden Room . Fifth Floor

318 PAGE St SAN JOSE 1408) 297-4707

SAVE

Hayward
Saturday
February 5
1 0020 ono - 12 noon

ON NEW & USED BOOKS,

Col State Hayward
University Union Room 102

Buy
Sell
Trade

UNIVERSIT)

STUDENT-TEACHER
DISCOUNTS

associated st,

Iseistib services

Mon. -Thu. lqam-9pm
Fri. & Sat. 1 Oatp-1 Opm
Sunday 12pm-8p

campus recreation

SpartAerobics

13
Santa Clara St.
(Betw
--8t 4th)
Downtown San Jose

try one of these great fitness programs

registration begins January 18
t.lasses start January 31
to

,

SpaitAerobics ’ass stab by the Associatt.,1,

Student., B,, ,,r ,

286-6275
OQ RECvvie
nu BOOKSTORE

" Student Union or call
41X924 5960

Welcome to a new semester! Try one of our
aerobics programs or play an intramural sport
to get some excercice, have some fun, and meet
new people. We offer our quality programs at
about 30% the price of similar, private clubs
and organizations in this area... don’t believe it
- shop and compare - you can’t beat our prices
anywhere! We have your free Campus
Recreation brochure waiting for you at our
office located in the Old Cafeteria,
014; building 37 on your campus map.
(we’re next to the pub) You can also
call us at

924.5950

Ea

FE’

Lat1,11,JuL.A. Lirit-A, up

Lr3

G. Ft IE-L-S AT
G. IV1 AT-S. AlC Et EST
A NTSVVERS
tiasYwesr,, our director,
Dr
rnotic.!nerj-tesktibj-iiis.rv,6
en
books on test preparation.
tUeist: our programs are absolutely upA Yes, we hare a free ’repeat" policy
A yes, we prepare over 17,000 students
each and every year
tii:31:14,1 igtuc-tn

3;33,fueelly, creden-

A Yes, al materials are included
tOiranTSttreniOnis!er Pirheir,cgtefi’gres2a6nd
law schools
A Yes, all programs are on campus
A Y. we’ve been helping students prepare for the past 20 years
...hat would you expect to pay for a pf r)
iron, Ovit clfv,-, voo nil these onswrin,
A Our his range from only SI 15 to
S195

BOBROW
Jon 2 -Fe
Jan 24 - Feb 1
Feb 28 - Mar 25
Mot 03 - Apr 08
TBA

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP)
Eight Inglewood police officers were suspended after an
internal investigation concluded they participated in an illegal sports bookmaking operation, officials said.
Police Chief Oliver M.
Thompson declined to say
officers
made
whether
transactions while on duty, or to
disclose the amount of money
involved.
The Los Angeles County district attorney’s office will decide
whether charges will be filed,
he said Wednesday.
Thompson declined to identify the officers, whom he
described only as veterans who
were not patrol officers.
Thompson said the department was investigating whether
other officers or those linked to

organized crime participated in
the operation, which had been
running for several years.
was
The
investigation
ordered Dec. 9, the day
Thompson received an anonymous, typewritten letter describing the gambling operation
and implicating officers, he
said.
"My initial reaction to the
letter was shock," Thompson
said. "It hits you below the belt
But I’ve learned in this business
that anything is possible."
City Councilman Garland
Hardeman said he plans to find
out why the department’s ranking officers were unaware of
the operation.
"I rn concerned and disturbed that this could take
place for this length of time,"
he said.

COMPACT DISCS

School of Law
536 Mission Stroot San Francisco
call 415/442-6630

’Step Aefrobics
Body’ Toning
Hi/Low Aerobics
Cardio Funk
Water Aerobics

to forgive me for that. It will be
difficult for me to forgive
myself"
Harvey Schiller, executive
director of the USOC, issued a
statement saying the organization "is deeply concerned with
statements made today by Tonya
Harding relative to her stated
knowledge of the attack on
Nancy Kerrigan at the national
championships."
The figure skating association
said Harding would be on the
list of official entries in the Lillehammer Games submitted to
the USOC, but the association
has appointed a hearing panel
to investigate, a first step in the
process that could lead to her
removal from the team.
The USOC noted that the
women’s figure skating roster
can be changed as late as Feb.
21.

EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

What’s it really like? At these free sessions, some of the
Bay Area’s top law professors will talk legal education
and areas of specialization. You’ll also learn how to
apply for fall ’94. Deadline is April 15; February LSAT
scores accepted.

GOI DIA

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP)
Her hands trembling and her
voice strained, Tonya Harding
admitted Thursday that she
failed to come forward with what
she learned after the attack on
Nancy Kerrigan, but pleaded not
to be denied "my last chance" at
an Olympic gold medal.
The U.S. Olympic Committee
said it was "deeply concerned"
about Harding’s admission. The
committee and the U.S. Figure
Skating Association said Harding
could be removed from the
team if she is linked to the
attack.
"I had no prior knowledge of
the planned assault on Nancy
Kerngan," Harding said. "I am
responsible, however, for failing
to report things I learned about
the assault when I returned
home from nationals.
"Many of you will be unable

I (,I l’i(lo.ii.litiiii

5A-side basmetnall
!MCCAW

softball.
koor hocKev
vollekkall toulnamend

come by and pickup a pocket or sign the free agent list

oz.
ea

SERVICES
,510,(0014,556
SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
i /11tit 934 )(4)11

Disability Center
From page
The program, entitled Workability IV, will provide academic
counseling, career planning and
rehabilitation services to assist
students with disabilities to find
the right career opportunities.
’The grant program was started by California’s Department of
Rehabilitation," Marty Schulter,
Director of Disabled Students
said.
"They’ve been doing this
(education program) in different institutions.
’The Workability IV program
currently is helping people that
might be professionals in business, information assistants, people in social work, people in psychology, teachers." Schulter said.
As far as participating in
Workability IV to find a job,
Christman said he would have to
think about it. "It depends on
the scope of the program, the
requirements and the track
record of its performance,"

Christman said.
The main objective for the
program in the first year is to
double the number of students
involved and provide more
resources and funding for textbooks and adaptive equipment.
"We are going to provide the
skills training to develop (themselves) to get pre-employment
internships and after they graduate," Schulter said.
Under the Americans with
Disabilities Act, a new federal law
ensures equal employment
opportunities for citizens with
The law reads, "No covered
entity shall discriminate against a
qualified individual with a disability because of the disability of
such individual in regard to
application procedures, the hiring advancement, or discharge
of employees, employee compensation, job training, and
other terms, conditions and privileges of employment"

The library announces expanded
hours for the 1994 spring semester.
New hours are:
Clark:
10 p.m.
Mon-Weds
8:30 a.m.
Thursd say
8:30 a.m. 9 p.m.
8:30 a.m. 5 p.m.
Friday
Saturday
10 a.m. 5 p.m.
Sunday
1 p.m. 7 p.m.
Wahlquist:
10 p.m.
Mon-Weds
8 a.m.
Thursday
8 a.m 9 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. 5 p.m.
Saturday
1 p.m. 5 p.m.
1 p.m. 7 p.m.
Sunday
Reserve Book Room:
11 p.m.
Mon-Thttrs
8 a.m.
8 a.m. 5 p.m.
Friday
1 p.m.
5 p.m.
Saturday
1
p.m.
Sunday
11
p.m.
Closing procedures begin 15 minutes
prior to the closing hour
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Chrysler recalling
Grand Cherokees,
Grand Wagoneers
Chrysler
DETROIT (AP)
Corporation is recalling 115,000
Jeep Grand Cherokees and
Grand Wagoneers to repair a
defect that could potentially
cause steering loss.
The recall involves 1993 models built from Dec. 18, 1992,
through last summer.
Chrysler executives notified
dealers that the lower and
upper portions of the steering
column could separate because
of a sheared connecting pin.
Dealers will install a sleeve to
limit movement of the lower
shaft The repair that should
take about 30 minutes, Chrysler
said.
Chrysler said it has received
12 reports about the defect
But, fortunately, all of the
defects, occurred in stationary
vehicles and no accidents or
injuries were reported as of yet.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA)
Organ a preliminary investigation of the defect last October.
Chrysler sold 217,000 Grand
Cherokees and Gland Wagoneers in 1993.
Industry analysts said they
were encouraged by Chrysler’s
response to the defect
"While it smudges your
quality reputation a little bit, if
you aggressively deal with it, as
the Chrysler Corporation has
done, it’s going to benefit you in
the long run," said Joseph
Phillippi of Lehman Bros. Inc.

Ex-agent testifies he
helped hide body
A former
PHOENIX (AP)
Border Patrol agent has testified
he feared another agent would
kill him if he didn’t go along
with hiding the body of a Mexican man shot by the other
agent
"There were a couple of
tense seconds there," former
agent Tom Watson sajci Wednesday in describing what happened after the June 12, 1992
shooting during a drug stakeout
along the border near Nogales.
Michael Elmer, who resigned
from the Border Patrol in April,
is on trial in U.S. District Court
on federal charges alleging he
violated the civil rights of the
man he killed, Dario Miranda
Valenzuela of Nogales, Mexico,
and of obstructing justice.
Elmer was acquitted in
December 1992 of state charges,
including second-degree murder.
Elmer maintains he mistook a
canteen holder on Miranda’s
belt for a pistol holster and that
he shot the other man in selfdefense.
Watson, who also testified in
the state trial and who has been
fired from the Border Patrol,
said he feared Elmer would
shoot him, too, if he didn’t go
along with Elmer’s plan to the
plan to bury the body in Mexico.
Elmer rejected Watson’s suggestion that he report the shooting as an accident, noting that
he had shot at Miranda six or
seven times and had struck him
in the back, Watson testified.
He testified that Elmer hid
the body nearby and told Watson he wanted to come back the
next day to bury it across the
border.
Watson said Elmer, who was
standing by the body with a gun
in his hand, told him he had
decided to leave the body there.
He said Elmer asked him,
"Do you have a problem with
that?’
Fearing for his safety, Watson
replied no. He then searched
the area for any weapon the
man might have had, but never
found one, he said.
During that search, Watson
said, he heard the sound of "a
bodFyiftbeeeinnghodruurgs.
"later, Watson
reported the shooting, and
authorities found Miranda’s
body about 100 yards from
where he had been shot
Under defense cross-examination, Watson acknowledged
that he waited a few weeks
after news stories appeared on
the medical examiner’s report
on the case to tell investigators that Elmer had acknowledged that he had shot Miranda
in the back.
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o South Africa to work with
neighbors on Lesotho

GABORONE, Botswana (AP)
- South Africa will work with
neighboring Botswana and Zimbabwe on finding ways to quell
unrest in the mountain kingdom of Lesotho, officials said
Wednesday.
Leaders from the three
nations met in the Botswanan
capital of Gaborone on
Wednesday and decided to form
a task force to consider sending
a multinational peacekeeping
force to Lesotho.
Fighting between several
hundred members of two rival
Lesotho
al-my
companies
erupted two weeks ago but so far
has been confined to one area
of Maseru, the Lesotho capital.
The task force was to meet
Thursday in South Africa, which
completely surrounds Lesotho.
South African President F.W.
de Klerk and African National
Congress leader Nelson Mandela, who have worked
together on reforms culminating in plans for their country’s
first multiracial election in April,
traveled to Botswana’s capital
separately on their first joint
diplomatic mission.
Zimbabwe President Robert
Mugabe, who also attended the
three-nation summit, praised the
changes within South Africa
that he said made it possible for
South Africa to assume such a
regional role.
Mugabe was once one of
Africa’s fiercest apartheid critics.
Wednesday’s summit marked
the first meeting ever between
de Klerk and Mugabe, who led
his country to independence
from white rule.
The two sat drinking coffee
and chatting informally for
about 20 minutes at a hotel.
As the nation’s leading black
group, Mandela’s ANC is expect-

ed to win the April elections and
to lead South Africa’s first postapartheid government
The fighting in Lesotho
could provide the first test of a
new
panel
formed
within the Organization of
African Unity to try to
prevent and resolve conflicts in
Africa.
Mugabe, who is a member of
the panel, has proposed sending
a military force made up of
Zimbabwean, Botswanan and
Tanzanian troops, according to
diplomatic sources in the
Zimbabwean capital, Harare.
Zimbabwe is willing to commit
100 soldiers as a start, the
sources said.
South Africa favors lending
logistical
support
rather
than sending troops, said
a South African government
spokesman,
who
spoke
on condition of anonymity.
Foreign Affairs Minister
Pik Botha says an economic
blockade or other sanctions
could be imposed against any
government that took power by
force.
Lesotho is dependent on
South Africa for virtually all
trade and half its gross national
product
Maseru has been calm in
recent days, but the civilian government that took power last
year after seven years of military
rule says it lacks control over the
combatants.
The fighting began when soldiers from the Makoanyane barracks demanded a 100 percent
pay raise and soldiers from a
rival barracks opposed it.
Diplomats have played down
the possibility of a coup, but say
the soldiers involved appear
undisciplined and out of control.

@ New president vows moral revolution in Honduras
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras
(AP) - Liberal politician Carlos
Roberto Reina took his oath
as president Thursday, vowing to
fight corruption in government,
respect human rights and set
limits on the powerful military.
"Before God, before the peopl. and before history, I pledge
lily word of honor that we will
move forward with the business
of defeating corruption in Honduras," Reina said in a 35minute address to 40,000 spectators.
Reina, a 67-year-old lawyer
and former political prisoner,
was elected in the fourth consective peaceful election since 1980
- the first time Honduras has
managed such a string without a
coup or revolt in its 172 years.
Reina won a surprising 53
percent of the vote last
November in defeating Oswaldo
Ramos Soto and knocking the
National Party from power in
this poor Central American

nation.
His call for a moral revolution
has had great appeal in Honduras, where official corruption
is rife and stealing trom the government has been seen as one
of the easiest ways to become
wealthy.
But his toughest fight likely
will be over reforms for the military, which has remained
autonomous as a condition for
returning civilian government in
1980.
Many in the crowd shouted
catcalls at the dozens of uniformed military officers at the
inauguration.
A recent report by the government’s human rights office
accused the armed forces of
responsibility for the disappearance of 184 people, most during
the early 1980s.
"In Honduras, there will be
no more immunity for the violation of human rights," Reina
promised.

He reiterated his campaign
promise to redefine the role of
the armed forces.
He wants to eliminate mandatory two-year military service and
remove police from the control
of the 26,000-man army.
The military, which ran the
country in 1963-1980, remains
politically strong. Still, its power
has weakened with sharp
declines in aid from the United
States, which used Honduras to
help influence now-resolved civil
wars in neighboring Nicaragua
and El Salvador.
Reina also promised more
attention to the needs of the
poor, about 65 percent of the 5.5
minion people in Honduras.
"I do not promise rivers of
milk and honey," he cautioned.
"I only offer change for our
beloved homeland with the austerity worthy of a government
that works with tenacity and honesty to solve the problems of the
country."

Human Rights Group Concerned Over Church Leader’s Dissappearance
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) -An
outspoken Iranian church
leader has disappeared in the
capital of Tehran, and a human
rights group believes he is being
held by one of Iran’s security
agencies.
In a facsimile message
sent to The Associated Press,
Middle
York-based
New
East Watch claimed Bishop
Haik Hovsepian Mehr, who

Evangelical
the
heads
Council of Pastors in Iran, was
taken on Jan. 19 on his way to
the airport.
"No one has claimed
his
for
responsibility
abduction and enquiries of the
Iranian authorities have so far
drawn a blank," it said Wednesday.
Middle East Watch said
it suspected Hovsepian, 48, was

Debadj, a minister in the
being held incommunicado
security Assemblies of God, spent 10
domestic
by
a
agency, but did not offer any evi- years in jail before being
brought to trial in 1993 when
dence.
of
was
convicted
Hovsepian, an ethnic Armen- he
ian who also holds the post of abandoning his faith and senGeneral Superintendent of the tenced to death.
Iran announced his release
Assemblies of God churches in
Iran, disappeared three days Jan. 16, several days after the
after authorities released the State Department called for him
Rev. Mehdi Debadj, the group to be freed.
Middle East Watch said in the
said.
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-Good Student" ’Family %Arca(
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

FOR SALE

GREEK

Petitions demand
human lights

BEIJING (AP) - In an
unusual show of defiance, dissidents issued petitions yesterday demanding justice for two
men allegedly mistreated by
Chinese authorities.
The petitions come at a
time of increased pressure
from the Clinton administration for China’s Communist
government to improve its
human rights record or face
the loss of trade privileges with
the United States.
One petition was particularly noteworthy because about
350 people signed, including
intellectuals, professors, poets,
artists, journalists and even officials. It demanded a fair hearing for an artist’s lawsuit
against Beijing police charging
that he was illegally detained
and beaten.
Signature campaigns of that
scope have been almost
unheard of since 1989, when
authorities cracked down on
all forms of dissent after using
the army to crush the Tiananmen Square democracy movement_
The only other large-scale
petition drive reported in
recent months was in the central city of Xian, where local
residents have complained of
unfair compensation for
homes destroyed in urban
renewal projects
Wang Jiaqi, organizer of the
petition supporting the artist,
said signers included dissidents
active in the 1989 democracy
movement and supporters of
the recently drafted "peace
charter" calling for non-violent
political reform.
The second petition, signed
by 11 dissidents, called for the
release of Qin Yongmin, a
comrade detained late last year
for launching the "peace charter." Earlier this week, Qin was
reported sentenced to two
years at a labor camp.
The first petition backs Yan
Zhengicue, an artist who claims
he was handcuffed and beaten
by police armed with electric
batons for four hours after
arguing with a ticket-taker on a
bus last July 2. Iran sued the
police, but the case has vet to
be heard in court.
Wang said his petition was
significant because it won
broad support by concentrating on the plight of an ordinary artist who had been
abused by police.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
a year legitimate industry.
’No gimmicks’. Learn how you
can earn as much as $50.000.
2 Bedroom Apartment $750/mo. within the next 3 months.
Security type building
HURRY! Please send $5.00, for
Secure Parking
an informational pamphlet. to
Close In
L.J. Marketing. P.O. Box 10429
Modern Building
San Jose, CA 95157-0325.
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
SS MONEY FOR COLLEGE SS
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. $135 million unclaimed!
Scholarship matching
(408) 295-6893.
guaranteed! FREE informative
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. booklet! 24 hour recording!
in landmark bldg. Huge windows. Call now! Toll Free!
miniblinds, new appliances 1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry.
gated covered parking, laundry
TRAVEL
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from LAKE HAVASU, AS is America’s
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower New spring Break Hot spot. Spend
4+ days at America’s largest party
2974705. -

HOUSING

SELL YOUR UNWANTED ITEMS
FOR CASHI Place an ad in the
Spartan Daily Classified. For
info.., check the ad form in
ASTHMATIC PATIENTS
Patients with asthma needed for the lower right corner.
research study to evaluate an
investigational medication. Participation will be compensated.
Please call Allergy and Asthma
GREEKS & CLUBS
Associates of Santa Clara Valley at
EARN $150 - $2150
(408) 553-0709 and ask for a
for yourself
research nurse.
plus up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PUVI:
nothing and lasts one week_
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
Call now and receive
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
a free gift.
Erroll nowt
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. DIPERENCED EDITOR WILL POUSH
For brochure see kS. Office or
your essay, report, proposal,
call (800)655-3225.
thesis, or letter ’till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
100% PURE ADRENAUNE III!!!
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s BABY SITTER: 2 boys rise 2 & 4. 510401-9564. VISA/MASTERonly skyonng center. Come jciin us 2 mornings a week. 2 blocks from CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
for a tandem ji.rnp and enjoy your campus. Includes parking. Lisa:
first skydive with only 45 minutes 286-5451.
of training, For the true thrill seekSane advertising in these
er. try an accelerated freestl COMPUTERS/MAC RErmt. SALES
cobra* refers the reader to
course and find yourself on the ComputerWare, No. Cal.’s fastest
a specific aolophone number
fastest road to becoming a growing Mac software/hardware
or on address for additional
certified skydiver. starting with a Et reseller, has immediate FT sales
inlomwtion. We wont to remind
hour class and a mile long freefall openings at our new Santa Clara
ow classified readers that,
the same day. Videos of your Jump store. FT position also available
often melting these further
also available. Owned end operat- in each of our Sunnyvale stores.
contacts, they should require
ed by SJSU students and grads. Candidates must be highly Mac
comb% inbmwtion before
For more info call (510) 634-7575. literate. Duties: cashiering, prodsending money for goods and
uct demos & customer support.
services In addition, feeders
Full bens’s. Car. Sr. & res. to Pershould carefully Investigate
sonnel, ComputerWare. 2800W.
firms offering empioynwart
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNTI Bayshore Rd., Palo Alto, CA
Wings or coupons for clecount
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE 94303. EOE.
vacations or merchandise.
Auto, let Ski, Motorcycle.
Boat, Home owners Insurance. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY.
’Alumni’ serving ’Students’ MEN?- fisheries. Many earn
...Talk to me. I’ll help you. $2,000+ /mo. In canneries or
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lie? $3.000.-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734. vessels. Many employers provide SS BILLIONS available for your
Open on Sat/Sun with amt. only?
benefits. No exp. necessary Male education. all students qualify!
or female. For more Info. call Free message (800)666-GRAD
1408.5454155 ext. A6041.
AUTO INSUILMICE
NOME BASED BUSINESS $
Campus Insurance Service
TROT POEM IRAK lUBIDAYS Home based businesses are
*Idol Student Programs
Serena &MU for 20 years
4-9 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM growing at an Warning rate.
& hem excellent Er(lIsh, vernmer Cash in on this money making
’ORM Rates for Good Onventopportunity and get your share
’Good Rates for Nonigood Orkin’
speffirg skills. 40e-2E07203.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
of this multi -million dollar

ANNOUNCEMENTS

last two weeks Hovsepian had
been outspoken about the
harassment and persecution
endured by the Assemblies of
God Church in Iran in an effort
to draw international attention
to Debadj’s case.
Most of Iran’s 58 million people adhere to Islam’s Shiite sect.
But according to the last census
taken in 1976, there also were
310,000 Christians.

7

for as little as $99.00. Top name
concerts, comedians, and celebrities. ’The Lake Will Roar in ’941"
Call 1-8004HAVASU.

WORD PROCESSING
IWAVARDFREMONTUMONCITY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 an to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
AFFORDABLE a EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Protects, Resumes. Letters.
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. Al formats. specializing

in APA. Spelling. punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. Al work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable. and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment.
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). plus
Sava Additional 10% Per Refefral
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San )ose/Cupertino. Apok,
Term papers Group projects
Thesis Letters ’Applications
Resures *Tape transcription. etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7days. SUZANNE, 4464668
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.

Resumes, editing, graphics APA format. $2.00 per double
and other services available. spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Masterson’s Word Processing. Cash only. Call Julie -9988354.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.
EXPERIENCED Word Protegee,
CALL MARCIA 2664448
Retired secretary Let me do
fo Word Processing Services
the typing!! Resumes. term
Edit & Format Specialist for
Papers, theses. etc Grad
Theses/Projects Terrn Papers
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
APA Twablin MLA
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
Nortary Public. Appointment
Tables. Grapes. & Charts.
necessary. Call Anna at
Will also edit disks.
9724992.
6000 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes, Cover Letters
PROFESMONAL Word Processing.
Intionstioni Students Welcome Theses, term papers, group
10 minUteS from COO,DuS!
projects, resumes, letters. etc.
All formats. esoec ally APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention. grve you’ return Transcriptions available.
self a break. Let me do rt for yOul Almaden / Branham area.
Pick up and delivery - $1.00. Call Linda (408)264-4504.
Resumes, term papers & theses

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

Might:MA

SERVICES FINANCIAL

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two Three
Days
Days
Daly
311,-s..
$7
$9
$5
4 lines
$10
$8
$41
$11
5 linos
$9
$7
112
6 linos
$10
$S
$1 for each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
116

After Ste filth day, rate Increases by $t per Say.
,rst line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

Please check
your classification:
Announcemeris

Adams

Z

Slat.

Zio rod.

ranno
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Joe., CA., 95152-0145
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication MAN ads are prepaid
Consecutive publications dates only U No refunds on cancelled ads
OUBSTIONS? CAU.1401111111144277

- Automotive
- Electroncs
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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SJSU loses 60-59 heartbreaker
Spartan win streak stJiped at three games
By Bryan Cotton
Special to the Daily

10i iN LE-E,PART.AN DAILY

Spartan forward Andrew Gardiner attempts a rebound after New Mexico State Aggies’
Ron Coleman missed lay up early in the first half. The Spartans trailed 31-25 at halftime.

Harding failed to tell
authorities what she knew
PORI I _1ND, Ore. (AP)
Her hands u-embling and her
voice strained, Tonya Harding
admitted Thursday that she
failed to come forward with
what she learned after the
attack on Nancy Kerrigan, but
pleaded not to be denied "my
last chance" at an Olympic
gold medal.
The U.S. Olympic Committee said it was "deeply concerned" about Harding’s
admission. The committee and
the U.S. Figure Skating Association said Harding could be
removed from the team if she
is linked to the attack.
"I had no prior knowledge
of the planned assault on
Nancy Kerrigan." Harding
said. "I am responsible, however, for failing to report things I
learned about the assault when
I returned home from nationals.
"Many of you will be unable
to forgive me for that. It will be
difficult for me to forgive
myself."
Her statement came as her
ex-husband, Jeff Gillooly, spoke

to investietors for the second
consecutive day in what a
source said was an attempt to
cut a deal in exchange for
implicating Harding in the
Jan. 6 attack.
Harvey Schiller, executive
director of the USOC, issued a
statement saying the organization "is deeply concerned with
statements made today by
Tonya Harding relative to her
stated knowledge of the attack
on Nancy Kerrigan at the
national championships."
The figure skating association said Harding would be on
the list of official entries in the
Lillehammer Games submitted
to the USOC, but the association has appointed a hearing
panel to investigate, a first step
in the process that could lead
to her removal from the team.
The USOC noted that the
women’s figure skating roster
can be changed as late as Feb.
21.
Harding made her statement at a downtown athletic
club after a 30-minute workout
at a suburban shopping mall.

Hair Cut
$2
& shampoo ’Ai/student ID

Ten seconds and one basket to make
was what the SJSU men’s basketball
team needed to hand the New Mexico
State Aggies their first Big West Conference loss.
NMSU, now 7-0 in the Big West,
extends its win streak to 12 games. The
Aggies ended the Spartans’ win streak at
three games. SJSU drops to 4-4 in conference play, 8-8 overall
"I wanted to bring the ball hard up
the middle of the court with Lossie
(Mitchel)," Cnach Stan Morrison said. "I
was hoping to get a drive to the basket
or spot up Jason (Allen) or Terry Cannon."
Unfortunately, Mitchell was forced to
take a long jump shot. The game ended
with the Aggies on top 60-59.
"We didn’t get what I wanted, that’s
for sure," Morrison said.
The game was dominated by tough
defense from both sides. The Spartan
defense caused 22 New Mexico State
turnovers. SJSU committed 13 turnovers
for the game.
Earlier this week Coach Morrison
expressed concerns about rebounding
and New Mexico State’s pressure
defense.
"I thought we were fine against their
defense," Morrison said.
According to New Mexico State head
coach Neil McCarthy, his team was
affected by the Spartans’ defense.
"I don’t think we played particularly
well tonight, but I think that has to be to

the credit to the Spartans’ defense," he and I thought they played hard," he
said. "We’re not use to playing teams
said.
SJSU’s defense was not enough to that play as hard as us and they played
just as hard as we did."
give the team the win.
AlthouFh a loss is never good, Thurs"I’m very disappointed in our overall
effort," Morrison said. "We were out- day night s game had a great moment.
rebounded and I felt the team that won Terry Cannon’s nine-point effort made
on the boards would win the game." him the 11th Spartan in history to reach
The Spartans was out-rebounded 34 - the 1,000 point mark in a career.
30.
NMSU (60)
The Aggies’ defense held Big West
Selvie 3-4 1-2 7, Jackson 2-8 4-5 9, Dockery 8-10
Player of the Week Terry Cannon to 2-514, Johnson 3-3 8-8 12, Walker 1-3 0-3 2, Wyatt 6nine point, seven of which came during 1 1 1-2 13, Rogers 0-4 0-0 0, Jarrett 0-0 0-00, Brada 13-4 Spartan run late in the second berry 1-1 0-0 3 Coleman 0-0 0-00. McCoy 0-0 0-0 0.
SJSU (59)
half.
Allen 2-10 0-0 4, Greene 4-7 3-5 11, Waterton 2"We had guys really dogging him," 40-1 4, Mitchel 1-7 5-6 7, Cannon 2-6 5-6 9, Gardner
McCarthy said. "(Cannon) is a great 2-5 0-0 4, Shepherd 0-3 0-0 0, Hammonds 4-5 0-0 8,
4-5 2-4 11, Williams 0-1 1-31.
player and we have to give a lot of cred- Zavala
Three-point goals Jackson, bradberry, Zavala
it to Keith (Johnson) and Rodney Walk- Fouled out None. Rebounds NMSU 34 (Jackson
er for guarding him and trying to keep 6, Dockery 6), SJSU 30 (Allen 6).
Assists NMSU 17 (Johnson 5), SJSU 8 (Zavala
the ball away from him.
4). Total fouls NMSU 23, SJSU 22. Attenaance
’The Spartans had a great game plan 2,695.
MEN’S BASKETBALL NOTES: The 199394 Spartans are having their first .500 season

after 16 games since 1987-88... at xx-xx overall,
the team has won more games than the 199293 squad.
NEXT HOME GAME: The Spartans take on
the Runnin’ Rebels of UNLV at 7:30 p.m. on
Saturday in the Event Center.
SPARTANS VS. REBELS
FACTS: The Rebels own the series between
the Spartans, 25-0... Utah State has never beaten UNLV either and are 0-25.
The last time the two teams met on Feb. 11,
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL NOTES: The women
take on the Tigers of Pacific at 5 p.m. Saturday at the
Event Center. UOP lead the series 21-9. Last season,
the Spartans lost to the Tigers 57-45 in their first meet-

Spartan games
will be played at
new Ice Centre
Cara Broglia
Spartan Dailt Staff Writer

Hockey is making a power
play in San Jose and is scoring
big.
The Sharks have the San Jose
Arena and the SJSU hockey
team has the new Ice Centre of
San Jose.
On the corner of S.10th
Street at Alma, the Ice Centre is
located close to SJSU, across
from Spartan Stadium.
Tonight at 9:45 p.m., the SJSU
hockey team plays Orange Coast
College at the Ice Centre.
Steve Stich, the president of
the hockey club, is hoping for
success at the new rink.
"It has great potential," Stich
said. ’This rink opening up is
something that I’ve always
dreamed of since starting the

hockey club four years ago.
"The fact that this rink sprang
up in only a matter of months is
pretty incredible," he said. "It’s
like a dream come true."
Stich might be right
ground-breaking on the site took
place only seven months ago, on
June 22, 1993.
As reported by Alan Hess, in
the San Jose Mercury News, the
Ice Centre is a $8.25 million
joint venture of the Griffin
Sports Foundation and the city
of San Jose.
It has two separate ice rinks,
one is open to the public, the
other is for use by the San Jose
Sharks and the SJSU hockey
team. The Sharks practice at the
rink when the Arena is being
used for other events.
Lou Seville, goal keeper and
vice president of the hockey
club, hopes more students will
start attending the games now
they are close to campus He said
that the hockey team has "had
quite a student following from
fraternities and sororities who

10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY SCREENPRINT ORDFR
COUPON PEP Ocil:FR NO’ VALID WITH ANY H’11151YVir

SUNSHINE GRAPHICS
AUZERAIS AVE. - SAN JOSE (408) 977-10.21..2
43255 MISSION BLVD - FREMONT ( 510) 651-1907

TRAVE
SAVINGS

LESLIE A. SALZMANNSPARTAN DA II Y

use the games as a social event."
Tickets are available at the
door. The cost is $3 for students
and ;5 general admission.
The Ice Centre is open to the

public from 9:45 am. to 9:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Night sessions run from 9:45 to
11:30 p.m on Friday and Saturday.

Meet PETER ARNETT
discussing his book
Live from the Battlefield:
From Vietnam to Baghdad
35 Years in the World’s War Zones
at A Clean Well-Lighted Place for Books
Friday, January 28, at 7:30 pm
In the same vivid eye-of-the-Desert-Storm way in which he
reported the drama and danger of the Gulf War, Peter Arnett
shares the adventures, the gambles and the glory of his life!

BOOKS
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3979 24TH ST
SF CA 94114
(415) 282-3550

E

C

S

980 SO BASCOM
2350 MARKET ST,
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
S.F. CA 94114
(408) 292-1404
(415) 282-8000

SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
CUSTOM PRINTED FOR YOUR CLUB, TEAM OR SPECIAL EVENT

ing of the season... lost 69-51 in the second.
In their last meeting on March 1, 1993, Hulett
Brooks scared a game-high 22 points and pulled down
seven rebounds.

SJSU hockey team player Joel Jenkins, left, skates for the puck while
Pat Foley looks on during practice Monday night at the new Ice Centre
of San Jose located at the corner of S.10th Street at Alma.

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.

FREE

Plain Facials
Acrylic Nails
Plain Manicures
Nail Tips
Permanent Waves
Accredited by NACCAS
Hair Coloring
No stylist requests, please
Lionising Preparation Advanced Courses Available Fully
Approved for Placement Assistance Classes Forming Regularly
Student Work Only
Milpitas Beauty College
Monterey Academy
of Hair Design
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
345 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose (Parktown Plaza Center)
Open Mon.-Fri. 287-9868
Open Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

1993, Daryl Scott scored 18 points and grabbed
seven rebounds to lead SJSU... Kevin Logan
also pulled down seven rebounds.
On Feb 11,1993, the Rebels overcame a 10point half time deficit to beat SJSU, 80-74 at the
Event Center... In that game, IR. Rider had 23
of his 37 points in the second hall for UNLV...
Spartans’ worst loss to UNLV was in 1990-91
when the Jerry Tarkanian-led Rebels beat SJSU
105-69; UNLV later lost to Indiana in the Final
Four.
The Rebels are 246-40 against all teams in
what is now the Big West Conference.

Hockey team
gets new home

(130-3:30 pm $1 haircut)

2 for 1

Cita)

NEW CLASS ADDED;
CP 001 (Section 5) - CULTURAL PLURALISM
ITH 3:00 - 4:15
DMH 234
Professor Lois Helmbold
CODE #20519
SPACE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING
GENERAL EDUCATION CLASSES,
CP 001 - Cultural Pluralism (all sections)
Socs 100W - Writing Workshop (section 8)
WomS 10 - Perspective Sex Roles (section 2)
WomS 101 - The Study of Women (all sections)

]

A Clean Well -Lighted Place for Books
21269 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 255-7600

FREE TUMON!!!
That’s right! You can have free
tuition and books for the rest of
your college career. Also receive
$100 per month.

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four years.
Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Physics,
Electrical Engineering, Math majors, and under represented
minorities (any major).

CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966
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